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Staff Report 
PLANNING DIVISION 

  COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 
To: Salt Lake City Historic Landmark Commission 
 

From: Kelsey Lindquist 
 (801) 535-7930 or Kelsey.lindquist@slcgov.com 
 

Date: June 2, 2016 
 

Re: PLNPCM2016-00284 – Special Exception for 316 N. Almond Street  
  

 
SPECIAL EXCEPTION 

 
PROPERTY ADDRESS:  316 N. Almond Street 
PARCEL ID:  08-36-428-005-0000 
HISTORIC DISTRICT:  Capitol Hill Local Historic District 
ZONING DISTRICT:  SR-1A (Special Development Pattern Residential District) 
MASTER PLAN: Capitol Hill Master Plan 
 
REQUEST:  Jack Rhinehart is requesting a certificate of appropriateness for a special exception approval to 
modify the minimum lot size (5,000 square feet) and width (50 feet) in the SR-1A (Special Development Pattern 
Residential) District. The subject parcel is located at approximately 316 North Almond Street in the Capitol Hill 
Local Historic District. The parcel was illegally subdivided in 1979 and has since been utilized as open space and a 
driveway access. The parcel is undersized by 
approximately (1,603) square feet and short on 
lot width by approximately 5.5 feet to the west 
and 17 feet to the east. 
 
Through a special exception process, the 
commission has the authority to make findings 
using the special exception standards to allow 
this to become a legal lot. Additionally, various 
standards relating to subdivisions are also 
analyzed for the convenience and thorough 
review of this request. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  
Staff recommends based on the analysis and 
findings in this report, that the request for the 
certificate of appropriateness and special 
exception to modify the lot size and width of the 
parcel located at 316 N. Almond Street be 
approved with conditions.  
 
MOTION:  
Based on the analysis and findings listed in this 
staff report, testimony and the proposal 
presented, I move that the Commission 
approve the request for a certificate of 
appropriateness and special exception for the 
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modification of the lot size and lot width at 316 N. Almond as 
presented.   
 
Specifically, the Commission finds that the proposed project 
complies with the review standards and subject to the 
following conditions: 

1. A Minor Subdivision Application is submitted and 
recorded. 

 
 
BACKGROUND AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION:   
The subject parcel is located on a .0788 of an acre, which is 
approximately 3,397 square feet in size. The parcel is zoned 
SR-1A and is located within the Capitol Hill Local Historic 
District. Capitol Hill Local Historic District was designated in 
1984.  
 
The subject parcel located at 316 N. Almond Street was 
originally part of 80 W. 300 N., which is the abutting lot to 
the south. Historically, the lot contained two principal 
dwellings; one located where the present home at 80 W. 300 
N. remains and the other was situated to the north, now 316 
N. Almond.  
 
The original lot configuration is highlighted in yellow 
on the Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from 
1898, to the right. The first principal and 
remaining dwelling faces south. The 
second home had yet to be constructed. 
 
 The two homes are initially illustrated in 
the 1911, Sanborn Fire Insurance Map; the 
lot is highlighted in yellow.  
 As evidenced, the second home faced west 
and was situated to the north.   
 
The Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from 
1950 still illustrates a second dwelling 
located on the northern portion of 80 W.  
300 N. Although there are no city records 
of the demolition, the second home located 
to the north was eventually demolished. 
After the second home was demolished, 
the parcel was subdivided with the 
recording of a warrantee deed with the Salt 
Lake County Recorder’s Office on 
February 1, 1979.  
 
In 1979, when the parcel was created, it did  
not meet the minimum zoning requirements for the R-6 Zone, which required a minimum of 4,000 square feet for 
the “main structure, plus 500 square feet for every three boarders, lodgers, roomers or patients.” Additionally, the 
parcel did not meet the established subdivision standards in 1979. Eventually, the parcel was rezoned in 1987 to 
R-2, which required a minimum of 5,000 square feet for a single family dwelling and 6,000 square feet for a two-
family dwelling. 

1898 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Page 63 

1911 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Page 38 
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Currently, the parcel is zoned  
SR-1A, which requires a minimum 
of 5,000 square feet and a 
minimum of 50 feet of lot width 
for a single family structure.  
This research and determination 
was made through a previous 
Administrative Interpretation 
(PLNZAD2016-00169), please 
refer to Attachment D. 
 
Although the parcel was illegally 
subdivided in 1979 and is 
currently considered unbuildable, 
due to being undersized; the 
applicant can pursue a special  
exception to request the modification of the minimum lot requirements for the SR-1A Zoning District. The 
Historic Landmark Commission has the authority to modify the base zoning requirements for properties located 
within local historic districts. Historically, the original parcel contained two principal structures. Although the 
parcel is undersized, it is not out of character to the surrounding properties on Almond Street. The lots are 
unusual sizes with little to no consistency along the block face to the east and the west.  
 
KEY ISSUES: 
The key issues listed below have been identified through the analysis of the project, neighbor input and 
department review comments. 
 
Issue 1: Purpose Statement of the Historic Preservation Overlay District 
 
The purpose of the H Historic Preservation Overlay District is to contribute to the welfare, prosperity and 
education of the people of Salt Lake City, the purpose of the H historic preservation overlay district is to:  

1. Provide the means to protect and preserve areas of the city and individual structures and sites having 
historic, architectural or cultural significance; 

2. Encourage new development, redevelopment and the subdivision of lots in historic districts that is 
compatible with the character of existing development of historic districts or individuals landmarks; 

3. Abate the destruction and demolition of historic structures; 
4. Implement adopted plans of the city related to historic preservation; 
5. Foster civic pride in the history of Salt Lake City; 
6. Protect and enhance the attraction of the city’s historic landmarks and districts for tourists and visitors; 
7. Foster economic development consistent with historic preservation; and 
8. Encourage social, economic and environmental sustainability. 

 
Statement 2 of the Historic Preservation Overlay District, specifies the encouragement of new development and 
redevelopment of lots in local historic districts. The proposed special exception involves the redevelopment of a 
parcel that historically contained a single family home. The subject parcel is compatible with the block face in 
regards to lot width and lot size. Even though this is not currently an application for new construction, the subject 
parcel, if approved, would eventually be proposed for redevelopment. This is a particularly unique situation, since 
the historic home was demolished, the subject property was illegally subdivided and the remaining structure 
(Beesley Residence) was landmarked. While subdividing a property with a landmark would not be consistent with 
the above purpose statements, the subject parcel was not included in the boundary description, nor was it 
mentioned in the nomination. 
 
Issue 2: Development Pattern and Compatibility 
 
Due to the development and the historic nature of Almond Street, the lot sizes and widths vary from 
approximately 2,178 square feet to 7,104.6 square feet. Almond Street was not part of an original subdivision, but 
was rather recorded as part of a ten acre plat in 1880, utilizing metes and bounds. 

1950 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Page 38 
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The current size of the parcel is compatible with the surrounding properties on Almond Street. The parcel is 
approximately 3,397 square feet and approximately 45.5 feet in width to the west and 34.5 feet in width to the 
east. To illustrate the lack of pattern concerning lot size and width, the following lots are located on the west side 
of Almond Street: 
 

1. 80 N. 300 W. is 
approximately 
.1603 acres (6,982 
square feet) in size 
and approximately 
76.79 feet in lot 
width. 

2. 318 N. Almond 
Street is 
approximately .05 
acres (2,178 
square feet) in size 
and approximately 
17.50 feet in 
width. 

3. 320 N. Almond 
Street is 
approximately 
.0568 acres (2,474 
square feet) in size 
and approximately 
16.85 feet in 
width. 

4. 322 N. Almond 
Street is 
approximately 
.1135 acres (4,944 
square feet) in size 
and approximately 
24.61 feet in 
width. 

5. 326 N. Almond 
Street is 
approximately 
.1631 acres (7,104 
square feet) in size 
and approximately 
57 feet in width. 

6. 328 N. Almond 
Street is 
approximately 
.2281 acres (9,936 
square feet) in size 
and approximately 71 feet in width. 

7. 334 N. Almond Street is approximately .0554 acres (2,413 square feet) in size and approximately 29 feet 
in width. 

8. 350 N. Almond Street is approximately .1969 acres (8,576 square feet) in size and approximately 73 feet in 
width. 

9. 352 N. Almond Street is approximately .0613 acres (2,670 square feet) in size and approximately 40 feet 
in width.  
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The east side of Almond Street: 
10. 301 N. Almond is approximately .0901 acres (3,924 square feet) in size and approximately 50 feet in lot 

width. 
11. 309 N. Almond Street is approximately .0754 acres (3,284 square feet) in size and approximately 51.24 in 

lot width. 
12. 311 N. Almond Street is approximately .0021 acres (91 square feet) in size and approximately 4 feet in lot 

width. 
13. 311 N. Almond Street is approximately .0384 acres (1,672 square feet) in size and approximately 17 feet in 

lot width. 
14. 319 N. Almond Street is approximately .0631 acres (2,748 square feet) in size and approximately 28 feet in 

lot width. 
15. 321 N. Almond Street is approximately .0377 acres (1,642 square feet) in size and approximately 29 feet in 

lot width. 
16. 323 N. Almond Street is approximately .092 acres (4,007 square feet) in size and approximately 36 feet in 

lot width. 
17. 329 N. Almond Street is approximately .118 acres (5,140 square feet) in size and approximately 43 feet in 

lot width. 
18. 337 N. Almond Street (parking lot) is approximately .0995 acres (4,334 square feet) in size and 

approximately 55 feet in lot width. 
19. 343 N. Almond Street is approximately .1712 acres (7,457 square feet) in size and approximately 115 feet in 

lot width. 
20. 349 N. Almond Street is approximately .0984 acres (4,286 square feet) in size and approximately 64.8 

feet in lot width. 
 

The aerial and the figures above, demonstrate that there is no consistent development pattern that exists on 
Almond Street. A rather large portion of the lot sizes and widths do not meet the current zoning standards for the 
SR-1A. While the existing parcel is undersized, it will not deter from the established character of Almond Street. 
Additionally, if approved and a new building proposed, compatibility and design review would be required to go to 
the Historic Landmark Commission for a Certificate of Appropriateness. 
 
Additionally, the parcel located at 80 W. 300 N., could not be adjusted to assist 316 N. Almond to become a 
complying lot. If the lot lines were adjusted, 80 W. 300 N. would become a noncomplying lot due to rear yard 
setback requirements. 
 
Issue 3:  Loss of Open Space 
 
The subject parcel is privately owned by the individuals who own 80 W. 300 N (lot to the south). The property 
owner is not subject to keep this area as an open space, community garden or community orchard. Additionally, 
the Planning Division cannot require a privately owned parcel to be kept as “open space” or a community garden 
for the neighborhood, and it is not a standard that applies to this petition.  
 
Issue 4:  Access Restrictions for Abutting Property  
 
The subject parcel is privately owned by 80 W. 300 N., which includes an existing driveway that is primarily 
utilized by 318 N. Almond (lot to the north) for parking and to access the rear of the property. Currently, there are 
no recorded easements for access. Both property owners should work to address the issue of prescriptive rights for 
access regardless of the special exception outcome. The access for 318 N. Almond Street is a civil issue. The 
applicant and the property owner of 318 N. Almond Street will need to work out an access agreement.  
 
Issue 5: Impact on Almond Street 
 
Concerns have been raised regarding the potential impact the new construction would have on the existing 
structures and properties along Almond Street. Currently, this is not an application for new construction. 
However, if the lot is able to become established as a legal buildable lot, the applicant would be required to submit 
a new construction proposal, which would be reviewed at the Historic Landmark Commission. Impact on 
surrounding structures would be addressed at that time and any potential impact would be mitigated. 
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Issue 6:  New Construction Compatibility 
 
As stated previously, this is not an application for new construction. If the lot is able to become established as a 
legal buildable lot, the applicant would be required to submit a new construction proposal. The proposal would be 
reviewed against the established standards and guidelines for new construction in local historic districts. The new 
construction would need to meet the standards and guidelines, in order to be considered compatible with the 
neighborhood and the district, and to gain approval from the Historic Landmark Commission. 
 
Issue 7: Beesley House Local and National Landmark  
 
The original property located at 80 W. 300 N, known as the Ebenezer Beesley House, is designated as a local and 
national landmark site. The designation occurred in July 1979, please see attachment E. The Beesley House was 
designated due to architectural significance. The Nomination states, “The Ebenezer Beesley house is of 
architectural importance based on its being one of relatively few I-form adobes left in the larger cities of state, 
while history associated with Ebenezer Beesley illuminates the development of music and culture in a pioneer 
society…” The history of Ebenezer Beesley, in addition to the uniqueness of the structure, are both noted to be 
significant to the designation of the property, the surrounding site features were not mentioned in the 
Nomination. The home owner of 80 W. 300 N. had already “subdivided” the northern portion of the lot by this 
time. The designation and the legal boundaries which switch between rods and feet are not accurate to the 
description of 80 W. 300 N., and the description does not include the northern portion of the original lot, now 316 
N. Almond. While 316 N. Almond was originally part of 80 W. 300 N., currently a local and national landmark, it 
was never included in the designation or the description and therefore is not considered a local or national 
landmark. 
 
Issue 8: Capitol Hill Master Plan 
 
The Capitol Hill Master Plan, amended in 2001, designates the parcel located at 316 N. Almond as, “Low Density 
Residential 5-15 dwelling units per acre.” The master plan does stipulate that vacant land is sparse and typically 
unbuildable due to slope. However, the master plan does address density, which has been an issue proposed 
regarding this petition, with the following statement:  
 

Most of the Marmalade Neighborhood developed prior to the implementation of zoning in Salt Lake City 
in 1927. Therefore, the development pattern consists of irregular shaped lots with buildings, in many 
cases, built close to property lines. This situation has created a very densely populated area. In addition, 
in the 1940s and 1950s many of the structures, originally built as single family dwellings were converted 
to apartments. Two major down zonings, the first in the mid 1980s and the 1995 City-wide Zoning 
Rewrite Process, have left the neighborhood zoned low-density with most properties zoned SR-1 (allowing 
single family and duplex dwellings) except for the few existing medium and high density multi-family 
structures zoned multi-family. The down zoning of this area has resulted in many non-conforming 
converted single-family dwellings which house three or more units. Therefore, as homes are converted 
back to single-family ownership and structures lose their legal non-conforming status, the density of the 
area should decrease. Most of the vacant parcels of land in the neighborhood are zoned SR-1. Therefore, 
any increase in density in the Marmalade Neighborhood will be minimal.  
 

In regards to the proposal, it is in support of the Capitol Hill Master Plan. Historically, there was a principal 
structure located at 316 N. Almond Street. The density will increase with the addition of a single family home, but 
it will be consistent with the projected minimal increase in density. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Currently, the special exception request is to modify the lot size and width. The majority of the issues raised by 
this request can be mitigated with a future new construction application.  
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NEXT STEPS: 
 
If approved, the applicant may precede with a Minor Subdivision Application, in order to legalize the lot and upon 
approval an HP: New Construction Application would be required for the development of the parcel.  If the special 
exception is denied the lot would not be legalized/denied and the applicant would not be allowed to proceed with 
the subdivision and the new construction proposal.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 

A. Vicinity Map 
B. Historic District Map 
C. Development Plan Set 
D. Administrative Interpretation 
E. National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form 
F. Current Photos 
G. Applicant Information 
H. Existing Conditions 
I. Analysis of Standards 
J. Analysis of Historic Preservation Standards 
K. Special Exception Standards  
L. Applicable Design Guidelines 
M. Public Process and Comments 
N. Motions 
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ATTACHMENT A:  VICINITY MAP 
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ATTACHMENT B:  HISTORIC DISTRICT MAP 

 

 
Approximate project location 
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ATTACHMENT C:  SITE PLAN 
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ATTACHMENT D:  ADMINISTRATIVE INTERPRETATION 
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ATTACHMENT E:  NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC 
PLACES NOMINATION FORM 
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ATTACHMENT F: CURRENT PHOTOGRAPHS 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 

Image of the subject property looking North West 
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Image of the subject property looking North East 
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ATTACHMENT G:  APPLICANT INFORMATION 
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ATTACHMENT H:  ZONING ORDINANCE STANDARDS 
 
Existing Conditions: 
The site is currently undeveloped and is surrounded in all four directions with other single-family and multi-
family residences with the same zoning classification. 
SR-1A (Special Development Pattern Residential District) 
The purpose of the SR-1 Special Development Pattern Residential District is to maintain the unique character of 
older predominantly single-family and two-family dwelling neighborhoods that display a variety of yards, lot sizes 
and bulk characteristics. Uses are intended to be compatible with the existing scale and intensity of the 
neighborhood. The standards for the district are intended to provide for safe and comfortable places to live and 
play, promote sustainable and compatible development patterns and to preserve the existing character of the 
neighborhood. 
 
Zoning Ordinance Standards for SR-1A (21A.24.080) 
 

Zoning Standard Finding Rationale 
          Minimum Lot Area for single-family detached 

dwellings is 5,000 square feet  
Does not comply 
unless granted a 
Special Exception 

The subject parcel is approximately 3,397 
square feet. 

Minimum lot width is 50 feet Does not comply 
unless granted a 
special exception 

The subject parcel is approximately 45.5 
feet wide on the west lot line and 
approximately 34.5 feet wide on the east 
lot line.  

       Minimum front yard requirement is the minimum  
          depth of the front yard for all principal buildings, 

shall be equal to the average of the front yards of 
existing buildings within the block face. Where there 
are four (4) or more SR-1 principal buildings with 
front yards on a block face, the average shall be 
calculated excluding one property with the smallest 
front yard setback and excluding the one property 
with the largest front yard setback. Where there are 
no existing buildings within the block face, the 
minimum depth shall be twenty feet (20’). Where the 
minimum front yard depth is specified in the 
recorded subdivision plat, the requirement specified 
therein shall prevail. For buildings legally existing on 
April 12, 1995, the required front yard depth shall be 
no greater than the established setback line of the 
existing building.  

Not Applicable  This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

      Minimum interior side yard requirement  
 is  ten feet (10’) 

Not Applicable This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

C        Corner side yard requirement is ten feet (10’). For 
buildings legally existing on April 12, 1995, the 
required corner side yard shall be no greater than the 
established setback line of the existing building. 

Not Applicable This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

Mi      Minimum rear yard requirement is twenty-five 
percent (25%) of the lot depth, but not less than 
fifteen feet (15’) and need not exceed thirty feet (30’). 

Not Applicable This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

          Maximum building height for pitched roofs is twenty-
three feet (23’) measured to the ridge of the roof, or 
the average height of other principal buildings on the 
block face. 
For flat roof the maximum height is sixteen feet (16’). 

Not Applicable This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

          Maximum building coverage is forty percent (40%) of 
the lot area. For lots with buildings legally existing on 
April 12, 1995, the coverage of existing buildings shall 
be considered legal conforming. 

Not Applicable  This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT I:  HISTORIC PRESERVATION STANDARDS 

 
H Historic Preservation Overlay District – Standards for Certificate of Appropriateness for 
Altering of a Landmark Site or Contributing Structure (21A.34.020.G) 
 
In considering an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness for alteration of a landmark site or contributing 
structure, the Historic Landmark Commission shall find that the project substantially complies with all of the 
general standards that pertain to the application and that the decision is in the best interest of the City. 
 

Standard Finding Rationale 
Standard 1:  A property shall be used for its 
historic purpose or be used for a purpose that 
requires minimal change to the defining 
characteristics of the building and its site and 
environment; 

Complies The parcel, if approved as a legal lot, will 
eventually be utilized for the new construction of a 
single family home. Historically, the lot contained 
two homes; the second was oriented towards the 
northern portion of the lot, now 316 N. Almond. 

Standard 2:  The historic character of a 
property shall be retained and preserved.  The 
removal of historic materials or alteration of 
features and spaces that characterize a 
property shall be avoided; 

Complies The parcel historically contained a dwelling. No 
removal of historic materials is proposed. 
Development on the lot would not negatively alter  
nor deter from the principal dwelling located on 
80 W. 300 N.  

Standard 3:  All sites, structure and objects 
shall be recognized as products of their own 
time.  Alterations that have no historical basis 
and which seek to create a false sense of 
history or architecture are not allowed. 

Complies The property, if approved as a legal lot, will not 
conflict with the surrounding properties and will 
be a product of its time. 

Standard 4:  Alterations or additions that 
have acquired historic significance in their 
own right shall be retained and preserved. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include alterations or 
additions. This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

Standard 5:  Distinctive features, finishes 
and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a historic 
property shall be preserved. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include any type of 
alterations to distinctive features. This standard 
does not relate to this proposal. 

Standard 6:  Deteriorated architectural 
features shall be repaired rather than replaced 
wherever feasible.  In the event replacement is 
necessary, the new material should match the 
material being replaced in composition, 
design, texture and other visual qualities.  
Repair or replacement of missing architectural 
features should be based on accurate 
duplications of features, substantiated by 
historic, physical or pictorial evidence rather 
than on conjectural designs or the availability 
of different architectural elements from other 
structures or objects. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include any repair or 
replacement of architectural features. This 
standard does not relate to this proposal. 

Standard 7:  Chemical or physical 
treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause 
damage to historic materials shall not be used.  
The surface cleaning of structures, if 
appropriate, shall be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include any treatments of 
existing historic materials. This standard does not 
relate to this proposal. 

Standard 8:  Contemporary designs for 
alterations and additions to existing properties 
shall not be discouraged when such alterations 
and additions do not destroy significant 
cultural, historical, architectural or 
archaeological material, and such design is 
compatible with the size, scale, color, material 
and character of the property, neighborhood or 
environment. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include contemporary 
designs for alterations or additions. This standard 
does not relate to this proposal. 
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Standard 9:  Additions or alterations to 
structures and objects shall be done in such a 
manner that if such additions or alteration 
were to be removed in the future, the essential 
form and integrity of the structure would be 
unimpaired.  The new work shall be 
differentiate from the old and shall be 
compatible in massing, size, scale and 
architectural features to protect the historic 
integrity of the property and its environment. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include any additions or 
alterations. This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

Standard 10:  Certain building materials are 
prohibited including the following: vinyl, 
asbestos, or aluminum cladding when applied 
directly to an original or historic material. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include prohibited 
materials. This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

Standard 11:  Any new sign and any change 
in the appearance of any existing sign located 
on a landmark site or within the H historic 
preservation overlay district, which is visible 
from any public way or open space shall be 
consistent with the historic character of the 
landmark site or H historic preservation 
overlay district and shall comply with the 
standards outlined in part IV, Chapter 21A.46 
of this title. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include any signage. This 
standard does not relate to this proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT J:  HISTORIC PRESERVATION STANDARDS 

 
H Historic Preservation Overlay District – Standards for Certificate of Appropriateness Involving 
New Construction or Alteration of a Noncontributing Structure (21A.34.020.H) 
 
In considering an application for a certificate of appropriateness involving new construction, or alterations of 
noncontributing structures, the historic landmark commission, or planning director when the application involves the 
alteration of a noncontributing structure, shall determine whether the project substantially complies with all of the 
following standards that pertain to the application, is visually compatible with surrounding structures and streetscape 
and is in the best interest of the city: 
 

Standard Finding Rationale 
Standard 1: Scale and Form: 

A) Height and Width: The proposed 
height and width shall be visually 
compatible with surrounding 
structures and streetscape; 

B) Proportion of Principal Facades: The 
relationship of the width to the height 
of the principal elevations shall be in 
scale with surrounding structures and 
streetscape; 

C) Roof shape: The roof shape of a 
structure shall be visually compatible 
with the surrounding structures and 
streetscape; and 

D) Scale of a Structure: The size and 
mass of the structures shall be 
visually compatible with the size and 
mass of surrounding structure and 
streetscape. 
 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include new construction at 
this time. This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

Standard 2:  Composition of Principal 
Facades: 

A) Proportion of Openings: The 
relationship of the width to the height 
of windows and doors of the structure 
shall be visually compatible with 
surrounding structures and 
streetscape; 

B) Rhythm of solids to Voids in Facades: 
The relationship of solids to voids in 
the façade of the structure shall be 
visually compatible with surrounding 
structures and streetscape; 

C) Rhythm of Entrance Porch and Other 
Projections: The relationship of 
entrances and other projections to 
sidewalks shall be visually compatible 
with surrounding structures and 
streetscape; and 

D) Relationship of Materials: The 
relationship of the color and texture 
of materials (other than paint color) 
of the façade shall be visually 
compatible with the predominant 
materials used in surrounding 
structures and streetscape. 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include new construction at 
this time. This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 
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Standard 3:  Relationship to Street: 
A) Walls of Continuity: Facades and site 

structures, such as walls, fences and 
landscape masses, shall, when it is 
characteristic of the area, form 
continuity along a street to ensure 
visual compatibility with the 
structures, public ways and places to 
which such elements are visually 
related; 

B) Rhythm of Spacing and Structures on 
Streets: The relationship of a 
structure or object to the open space 
between it and adjoining structures or 
objects shall be visually compatible 
with the structures, objects, public 
ways and places to which it is visually 
related; 

C) Directional Expression of Principal 
Elevation: A structure shall be 
visually compatible with the 
structures, public ways and places to 
which it is visually related in its 
orientation toward the street; and  

D) Streetscape; Pedestrian 
Improvements: Streetscape and 
pedestrian improvements and any 
change in its appearance shall be 
compatible to the historic character of 
the landmark site or H historic 
preservation overlay district. 
 

Not Applicable The proposal does not include new construction at 
this time. This standard does not relate to this 
proposal. 

Standard 4:  Subdivision of Lots:  
The planning director shall review subdivision 
plats proposed for property within an H 
historic preservation overlay district or of a 
landmark site and may require changes to 
ensure the proposed subdivision will be 
compatible with the historic character of the 
district and/or site(s). 

Complies with 
conditions 

This standard is applicable. The subject parcel 
located at 316 N. Almond is compatible with the 
size and width of the surrounding lots. The subject 
parcel will be undersized for the base zone, SR-1A, 
but will be compatible with the block face.  
The lot sizes and widths, as evidence in Issue 1, 
vary greatly with little to no pattern.  
The subject property was utilized with a principal 
dwelling until sometime after 1950. 
 Although the parcel was illegally subdivided in 
1979 and did not meet the base zone or the 
subdivision standards, it does follow the historic 
lot sizes and widths found along Almond Street. 
The legalization of the parcel would be compatible 
with the historic character of the district and site. 
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ATTACHMENT K:  SPECIAL EXCEPTION STANDARDS 

 

21a.52.060:  General Standards and Considerations for Special Exceptions: No application for 
a special exception shall be approved unless the planning commission or the planning director determines 
that the proposed special exception is appropriate in the location proposed based upon its consideration of 
the general standards set forth below and, where applicable, the specific conditions for certain special 
exceptions. 

 

Standard Finding Rationale 
A. Compliance With Zoning Ordinance 
And District Purposes: The proposed use 
and development will be in harmony with 
the general and specific purposes for 
which this title was enacted and for 
which the regulations of the district were 
established. 

Complies The purpose statement of the SR-1A, states:  
     “The purpose of the SR-1 special development            
pattern residential district is to maintain the 
unique character of older predominantly single-
family and two-family dwelling neighborhoods 
that display a variety of yards, lot sizes and bulk 
characteristics. Uses are intended to be compatible 
with the existing scale and intensity of the 
neighborhood. The standards for the district are 
intended to provide for safe and comfortable 
places to live and play, promote sustainable and 
compatible development patterns and to preserve 
the existing character of the neighborhood.”  
 
A variety of lot sizes and lot widths can be found 
on both the east and west sides of Almond Street. 
Almond Street, due to the unusual sizes of lots, 
does not have an established development pattern 
for particular lot sizes and widths. The proposal is 
compatible with the district purposes, due to the 
parcel historically containing a principal dwelling 
and the compatibility of the lot size. 
  

B. No Substantial Impairment Of 
Property Value: The proposed 
use and development will not 
substantially diminish or impair 
the value of the property within 
the neighborhood in which it is 
located. 

Complies 
with 

conditions 

The proposal to modify the base zoning 
requirements will not have a substantial 
impairment on property value. Additionally, the 
development of the parcel will not adversely 
impair the value of the surrounding properties.  
  

C. No Undue Adverse Impact: The 
proposed use and development will not 
have a material adverse effect upon the 
character of the area or the public health, 
safety and general welfare. 

Complies The proposal to modify the lot size and width in 
order to legalize the parcel will not have a material 
adverse effect upon the character of the area. The 
parcel is compatible in lot size and width with the 
surrounding properties. The legalization will not 
adversely affect the public health, safety and 
general welfare of the neighborhood. 
 

D. Compatible With Surrounding 
Development: The proposed special 
exception will be constructed, arranged 
and operated so as to be compatible with 
the use and development of neighboring 
property in accordance with the 
applicable district regulations. 

Complies 
with 

conditions 

The proposal will be compatible with the 
development of the surrounding area. Almond 
Street was not part of an original subdivision, but 
was rather recorded with metes and bounds on an 
1880 plat. The parcels are unusually shaped and 
sized, with varying lot widths and square footage. 
The parcel originally had a principal structure 
located towards the north. The parcel size and 
width is not unusual for this area and the 
legalization of the subject parcel is compatible 
with the development of the neighborhood.  
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E. No Destruction Of Significant 
Features: The proposed use and 
development will not result in the 
destruction, loss or damage of natural, 
scenic or historic features of significant 
importance. 

Complies The current parcel has been utilized as a 
community garden and open space. There are 
some mature fruit trees located on the parcel. If 
the parcel is developed the fruit trees will most 
likely be lost. However, the parcel is privately 
owned, and this standard does not apply. 
 

F. No Material Pollution Of Environment: 
The proposed use and development will 
not cause material air, water, soil or 
noise pollution or other types of 
pollution. 

Complies The proposal will not cause material pollution of 
the environment. 

G. Compliance With Standards: The 
proposed use and development complies 
with all additional standards imposed on 
it pursuant to this chapter.  

Complies 
with 

conditions 

The proposal complies with the standards found in        
( 21A.34.020.G&H). The subject parcel located at 
316 N. Almond is compatible with the size and 
width of the surrounding lots. The subject parcel 
will be undersized for the base zone, SR-1A, but 
will be compatible with the block face.  
The lot sizes and widths, as evidenced in Issue 1, 
vary greatly with little to no pattern. The subject 
property was utilized with a principal dwelling 
until sometime after 1950. Although the parcel 
was illegally subdivided in 1979 and did not meet 
the base zone or the subdivision standards, it does 
follow the historic lot size and width along Almond 
Street. The legalization of the parcel, through the 
special exception process, would be compatible 
with the historic character of the district and site. 
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ATTACHMENT L:  APPLICABLE DESIGN GUIDELINES 
 
The following are applicable historic design guidelines related to this request.  On the left are the applicable design 
guidelines and on the right, a list of the corresponding Zoning Ordinance standards for which the design guidelines are 
applicable.  The following applicable design guidelines can be found in A Preservation Handbook for Historic 
Residential Properties & Districts in Salt Lake City. 
 

Applicable Design Guidelines 
Corresponding Standards for a Certificate 

of Appropriateness 
Design Objective 12.1 The plan of alleys and streets in a 
historic district is essential to its historic character and 
should be preserved. 
 Most historic parts of the city developed in traditional grid patterns, 

with the exception of Capitol Hill, which has more irregular street 
pattern. 

 In Capitol Hill, the street system initially followed the steep 
topography, and later a grid system was overlaid with limited regard 
for the topography. 

 The grid plan also takes different forms, with for example the much 
tighter pattern of urban blocks in the Avenues being one its 
distinctive characteristics and attractions. 

 Closing streets or alleys and aggregating lots into larger properties 
would adversely affect the integrity of the historic street pattern. 

o  
o  

City Code 21A.34.020.H  
Standards for Certificate of 
Appropriateness Involving New 
Construction or Alteration of a 
Noncontributing Structure  

4. Subdivision of Lots: The planning 
director shall review subdivision 
plats proposed for property within an 
H historic preservation overlay 
district or of a landmark site and may 
require changes to ensure the 
proposed subdivision will be 
compatible with the historic 
character of the district and/or sites. 

 
Design Objective 14.1 The traditional rectilinear grid pattern 
of streets found on the western edge of the district should be 
maintained. 

o  
o  

City Code 21A.34.020.H  
Standards for Certificate of 
Appropriateness Involving New 
Construction or Alteration of a 
Noncontributing Structure  

4. Subdivision of Lots: The planning 
director shall review subdivision 
plats proposed for property within an 
H historic preservation overlay 
district or of a landmark site and may 
require changes to ensure the 
proposed subdivision will be 
compatible with the historic 
character of the district and/or sites. 

 
Design Objection 14.2 The angular, irregular street pattern 
found in the Marmalade portion of the district should be 
maintained. 

 Marmalade District 
      In this area of the district, the orientation of a building to the street 
varies, depending on the angle of the street itself. This irregular 
organization developed because many buildings were constructed to the 
points of the compass rather than at right angles to the street. The 
result is a wider variety in setback and orientation of 
buildings to street. 
Because distinct differences in street pattern exist, the 
setback and orientation of the primary structure to the street 
should continue to be based on the established character of 
the subdistrict. 
 

City Code 21A.34.020.H  
Standards for Certificate of 
Appropriateness Involving New 
Construction or Alteration of a 
Noncontributing Structure  

4. Subdivision of Lots: The planning 
director shall review subdivision 
plats proposed for property within an 
H historic preservation overlay 
district or of a landmark site and may 
require changes to ensure the 
proposed subdivision will be 
compatible with the historic 
character of the district and/or sites. 
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ATTACHMENT M:  PUBLIC PROCESS AND COMMENTS 
 
Public Notice, Meetings and Comments 
The following is a list of public meetings that have been held, and other public input opportunities, related to the 
proposed project. 
 
Notice of the Application for a Special Exception: 

 Notice mailed on April 22, 2016  
 
Notice of the public hearing for the proposal includes: 

 Notice mailed on May 19, 2016 

 Agenda posted on the Planning Division and Utah Public Meeting Notice websites on May 19, 2016 
 
Three telephone calls were received as a result of the notice for this application. The first caller called three times, 
in order to gain additional information and submit written comments, and a neighborhood petition. 
 
The second caller provided comments for a negative recommendation, due to the narrowness of Almond Street, 
parking and density concerns. 
 
The third called requested additional information on the standards and had concerns regarding parking, setbacks, 
and density.  
 
The following attachments are emailed letters and comments concerning this petition. 
 
Any other correspondence received after the publication of this staff report will be forwarded to the Historic 
Landmark Commission. 
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ATTACHMENT N:  MOTIONS 
 
MOTION (Staff Recommendation): 
Based on the analysis and findings listed in this staff report, testimony and the proposal presented, I move that 
the Commission approve the request for certificate of appropriateness and special exception for the modification 
of the lot size and lot width at 316 N. Almond as presented.   
 
Specifically, the Commission finds that the proposed project complies with the review standards and subject to the 
following conditions: 

1. A Minor Subdivision Application is submitted and recorded. 
 
 

Not Consistent with Staff Recommendation:  
Based on the analysis and findings listed in this staff report, testimony and the proposal presented, I move that 
the Commission deny the request for a special exception for the modification of the minimum lot size and lot 
width at 316 N. Almond.  Specifically, the Commission finds that the proposed project complies with the review 
standards based on the following findings (Commissioner then states findings based on the Standards to support 
the motion): 
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be used for a purpose that requires 

minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment; 
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 

historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be 
avoided; 

3. All sites, structures and objects shall be recognized as products of their own time. 
Alterations that have no historical basis and which seek to create a false sense of history or 
architecture are not allowed; 

4. Alterations or additions that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained and 
preserved; 

5. Distinctive features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a 
historic property shall be preserved; 

6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced wherever feasible. In the event 
replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being replaced in composition, 
design, texture and other visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should 
be based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historic, physical or pictorial evidence 
rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural elements from other 
structures or objects; 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be 
used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means 
possible; 

8. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be discouraged when 
such alterations and additions do not destroy significant cultural, historical, architectural or archaeological 
material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material and character of the property, 
neighborhood or environment; 

9. Additions or alterations to structures and objects shall be done in such a manner that if such additions or 
alterations were to be removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the structure would be 
unimpaired. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible in massing, size, 
scale and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment; 

10. Certain building materials are prohibited including the following: 
a. Aluminum, asbestos, or vinyl cladding when applied directly to an original or historic material. 

11. Any new sign and any change in the appearance of any existing sign located on a landmark site or within 
the H historic preservation overlay district, which is visible from any public way or open space shall be 
consistent with the historic character of the landmark site or H historic preservation overlay district and 
shall comply with the standards outlined in chapter 21A.46 of this title. 
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General Standards and Considerations for Special Exceptions (21A.52.060): 

A. Compliance with Zoning Ordinance and District Purposes: The proposed use and 
development will be in harmony with the general and specific purposes for which this title 
was enacted and for which the regulations of the district were established. 

B. No Substantial Impairment of Property Value: The proposed use and development will not 
substantially diminish or impair the value of the property within the neighborhood in 
which it is located. 

C. No Undue Adverse Impact: The proposed use and development will not have a material 
adverse effect upon the character of the area or the public health, safety and general 
welfare. 

D. Compatible With Surrounding Development: The proposed special exception will be 
constructed, arranged and operated so as to be compatible with the use and development 
of neighboring property in accordance with the applicable district regulations. 

E. No Destruction Of Significant Features: The proposed use and development will not result 
in the destruction, loss or damage of natural, scenic or historic features of significant 
importance. 

F. No Material Pollution Of Environment: The proposed use and development will not cause 
material air, water, soil or noise pollution or other types of pollution. 

G. Compliance With Standards: The proposed use and development complies with all 
additional standards imposed on it pursuant to this chapter. (Ord. 73-11, 2011). 
 

The Historic Landmark Commission shall make findings on the H Historic Preservation Overlay zone standards 
and specifically state which standard or standards are not being complied with. 


